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A New York Times Bestseller!Now available in paperback, this heart-pounding mystery adventure,

by the author of the New York Times bestselling series The Mysterious Benedict Society, is laced

with magic and humor  A magical watch A string of secretsA race against timeWhen Reuben

discovers an extraordinary antique watch, he soon learns it has a secret power and his life takes an

intriguing turn. At first he is thrilled with his new treasure, but as one secret leads to another,

Reuben finds himself torn between his innately honest nature and the lure to be a hero.Now he is on

a dangerous adventure--full of curious characters, treacherous traps, and hairsbreadth escapes--as

he races to solve the mystery before it is too late. Even with fearless Penny, mighty Jack, and the

wise Mrs. Genevieve on his side, can Reuben outwit and outmaneuver the sly villain called The

Smoke and his devious defenders the Directions and save the city from a terrible fate?In this

ingeniously crafted novel, acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Trenton Lee Stewart invites

readers to join the adventure, decipher the clues, and ask themselves the question: Is knowing a

secret a gift or a curse?

Gr 5 UpÃ¢â‚¬â€•Parkour practitioner Reuben Pedley has been having a hard time since his mom

lost her job and they had to move to a different (and poorer) part of the city. Friendless, he spends

his days avoiding the Directions, the enforcement officers of the mysterious Smoke, who runs the

city. On one of these afternoons, he finds a very interesting object after getting himself stuck on a

ledge while he was supposed to be at home. What he discovers crammed in the masonry of a wall

is an extremely old pocket watch that he is certain is worth a large sum and might just help him and

his mother leave the poor part of town. Instead, he realizes that the watch has a little bit of magic in

it, which gives him a special ability. Regrettably, the Directions learn of the presence of the watch,

and they will stop at nothing to bring it to the Smoke. Only Reuben and his newfound friends have

what it takes to solve the mystery of the watch and save their city. VERDICT Fans of Stewart's

"Mysterious Benedict Society" and series like it will devour his latest novel. This epic story filled with

adventure and twists and turns is certain to keep readers' interest from beginning to

end.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Wayne R. Cherry Jr., First Baptist Academy Library, Houston --This text refers to the

Library Binding edition.

Praise for The Secret Keepers:A New York Times BestsellerAn Entertainment Weekly Best Middle

Grade of the Year ChoiceALA Notable Book for Children #1 Best Book of 2016 for Children Choice
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